SARATOGA HIGH SCHOOL PTSO

Meeting Minutes – December 13, 2018

Attendees: Parul Samdarshi, Sheeba Garg, Deepti Devangodi, Elizabeth Wu, Amy Yao, Sudhkshina Sarkar, Rita Cao, David Guidry, Cynthia Chang, Katherine Tseng, Arati Nagraj, Annie Ying, Wendu Lei, Jessica Liu, Shaughna Green, Sarah Hung

Meeting Called to Order: 8:35am December 13, 2018

Introduction Parul.

1) November Meeting Minutes Presented and Approved. Annie Ying made a motion to approve. Deepti Devangodi seconded.
2) Financial Report Presented
   Grant Requests: Sheeba Garg made the motion to approve both the grant request and Rita Cao seconded.
   - Link Crew Teacher’s Training: Helen Jarrett & Marina Barnes $4,831.80 Attend training at Seascape, CA from March 25th to 27th, 2019 Link Crew has been a successful program and despite the limited turnovers of the Adult Link Crew Leaders, it has been at least six years since any leader have done the actual Link Crew training. To be in compliance in using the Link Crew name and it’s program, our Adult Link Crew leaders need to do the training. Association APPROVED $3,000
   - Marina Barnes $836.27 Making Friends with Yourself (MFY): A Mindful Self Compassion Program for Teens Co-teaching this program with Helen Jarrett during second semester 2019. The format of this program is eight 1 1/2 meetings. Asking for Art Supplies, Pillow Inserts, Cushions, Blankets, Video Subscription, Pillow Cover, Teacher’s Guide

Meeting Adjourned: 9:00 am followed by PTSO Holiday Social